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ABSTRACT

Human and many animals can asses the confidence of their decisions. However, little has been known about the underlying

neural substrate and mechanism. Here we proposed a computational model consisting of one group of ’confidence neurons’

with adaptation, which is able to asses the confidence of decision by detecting the slope of ramping activities of decision

neurons. The simulated activities of ’confidence neurons’ in our simple model capture the typical features of confidence in

human and animals experiments. Our results indicate that confidence could be online formed along with the decision formation

and the adaptation properties could be used to monitor the decision confidence in artificial intelligence.

Introduction

Confidence reflects subjective assessment of the choices1, 2. In daily life, we frequently estimate confidence in our percepts and

decisions. As a kind of metacognitive process, confidence implicates judgements about our own cognitive process3–5. However,

the neural mechanism of confidence remains elusive.

A recent line of neurobiological studies identified the correlations between neural activities and decision confidence across

species such as rats, monkeys and humans5–11. Experiments demonstrate that confidence may be encoded by some single

neurons, according to a single source of uncertain evidence (one sensory modality or memory recalls). Furthermore, one recent

research showed that single orbitofrontal cortex neurons in rats can encode abstract decision confidence irrespective of the

sensory modality (olfactory or auditory). These studies provide solid biological basis for the neural representation of decision

confidence. Nevertheless, it is still unclear how the confidence is computed during decision making in the neural circuits level.

Several theoretical models have tried to explore the confidence computations in the brain. Early researches modeled neural

responses as probability distributions, where confidence is quantified by evaluating the posterior probability12, 13. These models

captured statistical characteristics of decision confidence but lack of neurobiological interpretability. Neural circuits model has

been proposed to simulate the binary perceptual decision and the confidence was defined as the absolute difference between the

firing rates of neuron population selective to the decision options14. This model successfully reproduced the observations in

monkey experiment15,but the neural circuit is difficult to calculate the absolute difference between firing rates of neuron pools.

Some researchers assumed that decision was made by many loosely coupled modules each of which represent a stochastic

sample of the sensory evidence integral and the confidence is encoded in the dispersion between modules16. However, the

model did not explain how neural system read out the dispersion between modules.

In the present study, we constructed a neural circuit model to explain confidence formation during the decision process.

The model consists of a classical decision module17, 18 and a confidence module. The confidence module receives the inputs

from decision neurons. The activities of the confidence module can represent the abstract confidence observed in experiments.

Different from previous theoretical studies, we introduce neural adaptation in the confidence module to achieve the computations

biologically. Mathematically, adaptation enables the neurons to detect the slope of ramping activities of decision circuits. Thus,

confidence computation and decision making can be implemented in one simple neural circuit.

Results

Model structure

The model consists of two parts: a classical decision circuit and a confidence module which includes recurrent connected

neurons(as shown in Fig.1). The decision module has been well discussed in previous studies about two-alternative choice

tasks19–21. It is composed of two groups of competing neurons (A and B), both groups receive feedforward inputs from



Figure 1. Model Structure. The model consists of decision layer and a confidence neuron pool. The decision layer follows

classical decision circuit17, 18, 21. The adaptive confidence neurons receive the feedforward input from two competing neuron

pools in decision layer and send the feedback projections to the decision layer.

upstream neurons and feedback currents from the confidence neurons. The confidence module (C) consists of one group of

neurons whose activities reflect the confidence of decisions. Neurons in the confidence module are innervated by both neural

groups in the decision circuit(A and B) and send feedba als to them. Since that confidence is the evaluation of the decisions, the

confidence neurons equally receive the information from any decision neurons.

Ramping activities in the decision module

In the decision module, neuron firing rates displayed ramping activity during the stimulus presentation(0−1000ms in Fig2),

which is consistent with previous electrophysiological22 and theoretical studies17, 18. Larger value of c leads to steeper ramping

activity (as shown in Fig2) and shorter decision time. At the same time, the larger c and shorter decision time implies an easier

task and subject should have higher confidence in experiment. Thus, the slope of ramping activity can be thought as a signal of

confidence of the decision. If the downstream of neural circuit can detect the slope of ramping activity, the confidence signal

can be read out.
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Figure 2. Ramping activities of the neurons in decision layer during Decision making. The dash line indicates the decision

threshold.

Activities of confidence neurons

In our model, confidence neurons are designed to detect the slope of ramping activity of decision neurons with adaptation

mechanism. The neurons receive excitatory feedforward inputs from decision layer, as well as inhibitory currents caused by
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adaptation. Based on biological evidence, adaptive currents will increase with the firing rates of confidence neuron with some

time delay (see Eq.9). Thus, the activities of confidence neurons first increase along with the ramping activities of decision

layer and then elicit inhibitions caused by adaptive currents. When the stimulus is easy to be discriminated, ramping activities

in decision layer have a large slope (see Fig2). Because of the large time constant of adaptive currents(τa in Eq.9), the inhibitory

adaptive currents(a(t)) cannot keep pace with the increasing inputs caused by rapid ramping activities(rin(t)). As the result,

with the integration of time(see Eq.7), the confidence neurons receive weak inhibitions caused by adaptation and reach large

firing rates at the decision moment. On the contrary, when a difficult task is given, the inhibitory adaptive currents (a(t)) can

catch up with the inputs from ramping up activities (rin(t)), which leads to larger inhibitory adaptive currents and lower firing

rates at the decision moment.

In the simulations, we define the decision moment following the convention of the previous study18: once the ramping

activity of decision circuit exceeds the decision threshold (25Hz), the network makes a choice. Fig3a shows a sample trial

of confidence neurons’ activities. Firing rates of confidence neurons ramp up to different levels as the difficulty of the task

(c). Steeper ramping activities of decision neuron (larger c) corresponds to the higher firing rates of confidence neuron at the

decision moment. For clarity, we also align the time of confidence neurons’ firing rates to the decision moment (Fig3b ). With

more precise time scales, we can clearly see that the activities of confidence neuron are negatively correlated with the task

difficulty at the decision time (Fig3b).
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(a) Neural activities aligned to the stimulus onset.
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(b) Neural activities aligned to the decision moment.

Figure 3. Activities of confidence neurons during decision making. The vertical dash line in (a) indicate the decision moment.

The horizontal axis in (b) shows the time to the decision moment.

Typical features of reports by confidence neurons
Activities of confidence neurons may be affected by noise in a single trial, so it is necessary to analysis its statistical behaviors.

In the simulation, the confidence report or neural representation of confidence, rc, is depicted by the mean firing rates of

confidence neurons in the interval of 10ms just before the decision moment. Simulation results reveal that the statistical

behaviors of rc (Fig. 4a) are consistent with the typical features of the general confidence reported in human and animal

experiments1, 5, 23–25 (Fig4b):

• The decision accuracy is positively correlated with the confidence level (indirect measurement or direct report in

experiment) (Left panel in Fig4b).

• By splitting the trials into correct and error trials, it can be found that the confidence level of trials with correct decisions

will increase as the task difficulty decreases, and the opposite results is obtained on the error trials (Middle panel in

Fig4b).

• The psychometric curve of trials that report high confidence will shift upward (Right panel in Fig4b).

In brief, activities of the confidence neurons in our circuit model behave as the general confidence observed in experiments.

These results suggest that confidence could be formed along with decision and represented by a separate group of neurons.

Sensitivity of adaptation on confidence coding

Adaptation of confidence neurons plays key roles in the confidence formation during decision process. In our model, neural

adaptation is described by two parameters (in Eq9), A1, reflecting the strength of the adaptation caused by spikes, and A0

indicating the baseline level of adaptation in the resting state. Since different adaptation strength causes different firing rates
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Figure 4. Simulated confidence. (a) The reported confidence (rc) by confidence neuron are consistent with the reported

confidence in human experiments. Error bars show the standard error of 10 sessions. (b) The reported confidence in human

experiments, adapted from experimental study1.

of the confidence neurons at random level(%c = 0), we use ’relative rc’(rc− rc(%c = 0)) instead of rc to show the changes

of slopes. To investigate the influence of adaptation parameters on the confidence coding, we calculate ’relative rc’ over the

different coherence levels given varied A1 and A0. In Fig5a, we plot the curves with different A1 and fixed A0, and similar

curves are shown in in Fig5b given different A0 and fixed A1.

The slopes of the curves in Fig5a and Fig5b reflect the coding ability of confidence neurons. The slope equals to zero

means the confidence neurons have same firing rates given stimuli with different coherence levels, which implies confidence

neurons can not code the decision confidence. Larger slope indicates larger difference of the firing rates between stimuli with

different coherence level, which means confidence neurons are more sensitive to the change of confidence. Fig5c shows the

dependence of the slope on parameter A1 and A0, where horizontal dash line is shown in Fig5a and the vertical line is shown in

Fig5b. These results indicate that adaptation modulation is statistically robust, because parameters in a large range (yellow

areas in Fig5c) support the confidence coding.

Discussion

In the present study, we proposed a computational model in which the decision confidence can be computed and represented in

a simple neural circuit. We suggested that the confidence representation can be achieved by neural adaptation, which provides

common negative feedbacks in neural system. Based on the previous observations in experiments2, 5 and theoretical models of

decision making17, 18, 21, we designed the confidence neurons as a neural group whose activaty reflects the confidence level of

the decisions. Simulation results confirmed that the activities of confidence neurons successfully capture the general features of

confidence consistently revealed in animals and human behavioral experiments1, 5, 23, 24. At last, we explored the influence of

adaptation parameters on the confidence coding, and demonstrated the adaptation modulation is statistically robust.

In the study, we proposed one group of confidence neurons. Number of evidences support the exist of confidence neurons

in brain. First, a recent experimental identified that single orbitofrontal cortex neuron in rats can encode general decision

confidence25. Second, some neurons in the rats orbitofrontal cortex area reflect uncertainty during decision making2, which

has been modeled by the reciprocal connected circuits16. Third, single-neuron in human medial temporal lobe has been found

signaling the confidence during decision making11 At last, based on our model, confidence neuron should have neural ramping

activities without preferred directions and this kind of activity was observed in monkeys’ LIP.

A debated question is whether the neural system need to represent confidence in circuits, since the system can utilize
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Figure 5. The influence of adaptation parameters on confidence representation. (a) The effects of A1; (b) The effects of A0;

(c) The dependence of coding capacity on adaptation parameters.The error bars in (a) and (b) show the standard error of 10

sessions. Different colors in (c) code the average slope of rc.

decoding algorithms to read out confidence from decision layer directly. For instance, researchers believed that neural system

may encode the confidence in form of reaction time5. However, experiments showed the reaction time heuristic cannot fully

account for confidence reports1. And behavioral experiments show that choice accuracy and confidence reporting are separated

processes5, 15, 26, suggesting that confidence computation may not be accomplished in decision layer. As our model proposed,

decision confidence is computed in neural circuits without extra decoding strategy, which is more simplicity in theoretic and

reasonable in biology.

Methods

Dynamics of the decision circuit

Spiking neuron models17and reduced mean-field models18 have been proposed in the previous theoretical studies to explain

the mechanisms underlying binary decisions. The spiking model is more biological while the mean-filed model is concise

and convenient for theoretical analysis. Both kinds of model successfully replicated the most of the psychophysical and

physiological results in the monkey experiments18, 21. Here we adopt the mean-field model to describe the neural dynamics in

decision circuit. As described in previous work17, 18, 21, dynamics of the neurons in decision module can be described by the

slow dynamics of N-methyl-D-aspartic acid(NMDA) receptors:

dSi

dt
= −

Si

τNMDA

+(1−Si)γri, (1)
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where Si is the gating variable of NMDA, i is A or B, standing for the group label. τNMDA is the decay time constant of NMDA.

γ is a constant that controls the strength of the gain of Si caused by firing rates. ri represents the firing rates of the two neural

population. The dynamics of ri is given by:

ri = φ(Isyn,i), (2)

Isyn,i = JiiSi − Ji jS j + I0 + Iext,i + Inoise,i, (3)

where φ(x) is the input-output function of single neuron, describing the relation between synaptic input currents and neural

firing rates. Isyn,i represents the synaptic currents of neural group i(A or B). Jii and Ji j are the strength of recurrent connections

and cross inhibition, respectively. I0 is the background input without bias, while Ii is the stimulus to the population i with varied

strength. Inoise,i is a noise term.

As in the previous work18, function φ(x) is chosen as:

φ(I) =
cE I − Ith

1− exp[−gE(cE I − Ith)]
, (4)

where cE is the gain factor, Ith is the threshold current, gE is a noise factor determining the nonlinearity of the function.

Dynamics of confidence neurons

We consider a group of neurons that receive inputs from the decision circuit. It is named ’confidence neurons’ since we can

read out the confidence of decision according to its activities. The dynamics of confidence neuron is similar to the neurons in

decision module, except for the adaptation currents,

drC

dt
= −

rC

τr

+φC(Isyn,C), (5)

dSC

dt
=

−SC

τNMDA

+ γ(1−SC)rC, (6)

Isyn,C = JCSC + Jdcrin + I0c − Jaa+ Inoise,C, (7)

where rC is the firing rate of the confidence neurons, τr the time constant of firing rates, usually 2− 5ms. φC descried the

Input-Output function of the confidence neuron, which is simplified as:

φC(I) = max(cE I − Ith,C,0), (8)

Isyn,C is the synaptic currents, and SC is the gating variable of NMDA. JC denotes the strength of the recurrent connection

between confidence neurons. rin = rA + rB, indicates the inputs from decision layer. Jdc is the connection strength from decision

layer to confidence neurons. Adaptation currents are denoted by a and controlled by constant Ja.

Adaptation is very common in the nervous system. Previous studies revealed that many cellular mechanisms could contribute

to the neural adaptation. These mechanisms can be divided into two classes27, 28: the spike-triggered mechanism, e.g., the

calcium-activated potassium current, and the subthreshold voltage-dependent mechanism, e.g., the voltage-gated potassium

current. Here we model adaptation currents based on these two general mechanisms and the adaptation current of the confidence

neuron is given by:

da

dt
= −

a

τa

+A1rC +A0, (9)

where τa is the time constant of adaptation and reflects the slow dynamics of calcium currents. Parameter A1 denotes the

strength of adaptation caused by spikes, while A0 is the strength of subthreshold adaptation.

Simulation protocol

To explain the confidence computations, we simulate the general two-alternative decision-making task with reaction-time style.

Many similar experiments have on performed on monkeys22, 29 and humans1.

Second order Runge-Kutta method with an time step of 0.05 ms is applied for numerical simulations. Parameters in the

simulations are chosen as in Table1 without specification.

In a single trial, we simulate the model for a fixed time period T = 1,500 ms. The network receives only unbiased

background inputs from t =−200 ms to 0 ms. Biased stimulus is onset at t = 0 ms, and decision circuit receives external inputs

from t = 0 ms to t = 1,000 ms, The stimulus is set as biased inputs as in18:

Iext = Jext µ0(1±
c

100%
), (10)
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where c stands for the task difficulty, which is the coherence level in a dot-motion task22, larger c corresponds to an easier trials.

Jext is the average synaptic coupling with AMPAR receptors, µ0 stands for the absolute stimulus strength. Decision is made

when the firing rates of the two competing neural groups reaches a threshold (θ = 25Hz).

To compare with the experimental results, we calculated the average value of rC across a time of 10ms before the decision

time as the indicator of confidence. To investigate the statistic features of activities of confidence neurons, we employ 10

sessions, with 500 trials in each session. For the simulations of each value of adaptation parameters, we also employ 10 sessions,

with 500 trials in each session.

Parameter value

τNMDA, time constant of NMDA receptors 0.1s

τa, time constant of adaptation 0.25 s

τr, time constant of firing rate 0.002 s

θ , decision threshold 25 Hz

γ , NMDA gain factor per spike 0.641

Jii, synaptic strength within neural groups 0.2609 nA

Ji j, synaptic strength between neural groups 0.0497 nA

JC, synaptic strength between confidence neurons 0.15 nA

Jext , external input synaptic strength to decision layer 0.15 nA

Jdc, feedforward synaptic strength 0.015 nA/Hz

Ja, gain of adaptive currents to confidence neuron 0.001

cE , slope of the F-I function of decision neurons 270/(VnC)

Ith, firing threshold of decision neurons 108 Hz

gE , noise factor of decision neurons 0.154 s

Ith,C, threshold of confidence neurons 108 Hz

A1, strength of adaptation caused by spikes, 0.05 nA

A0, strength of subthreshold adaptation 0.03 nA·Hz

µ0, average external inputs 30 Hz

I0, background inputs in decision layer 0.3255 nA

I0c, background inputs in confidence neurons 0.2 nA

Table 1. Parameters used in the model
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Figures

Figure 1

Model Structure. The model consists of decision layer and a con�dence neuron pool. The decision layer
follows classical decision circuit17, 18, 21. The adaptive con�dence neurons receive the feedforward
input from two competing neuron pools in decision layer and send the feedback projections to the
decision layer.



Figure 2

Ramping activities of the neurons in decision layer during Decision making. The dash line indicates the
decision threshold.



Figure 3

Activities of con�dence neurons during decision making. The vertical dash line in (a) indicate the decision
moment. The horizontal axis in (b) shows the time to the decision moment.



Figure 4

Simulated con�dence. (a) The reported con�dence (rc) by con�dence neuron are consistent with the
reported con�dence in human experiments. Error bars show the standard error of 10 sessions. (b) The
reported con�dence in human experiments, adapted from experimental study1.

Figure 5

The in�uence of adaptation parameters on con�dence representation. (a) The effects of A1; (b) The
effects of A0; (c) The dependence of coding capacity on adaptation parameters.The error bars in (a) and
(b) show the standard error of 10 sessions. Different colors in (c) code the average slope of rc.
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